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l\1AN ON HIS PAST-THE NEED
FOR HISTORICAL TRUTH
Many animals-perhaps all of them- have curiosity. But if animals other
than man are curious about the past of their kind, man is not aware of it.
Many persons in all times and all places appear to have ventured answers
to the insistent question of the young child : "And what happened before
that?"
The question will not down, harassed though our lives may be with
multifarious busy-ness so that we are scarcely conscious of this demand.
It is always there, even if below the threshold of our consciousness. "What
happened before that?" is correlative to two other questions: "Whence
did we come here?" and ""Whither do we go from here?" If man can
answer the first of these three questions, may he not solve the riddle of
whence and whither?
Man abhors the vacuum of an unknown past. The child in him is
insistent. He will fill the blank with either falsehood or myth, or legend
or truth. He cannot tolerate a void-at least not for lon g. If man cannot
have truth , he will have a substitute.
But this willingness to accept a "substitute" for truth is a veritable
Pandora's box, from which emerge swarms of evi ls to torment mankind.
vVhat man believes about his past is not a matter of unconcern. The
present and future are extensions of the past. But they are also projections
of what man believes occurred in the past. The present has meaning only
in terms of previous experience, actual or imagined. Human behavior in
the present and in the future, growing out of the past, are the result both
of actual events which condition men's beliefs and acts together with
what man conceives those events to have been. And the imagined past
is as effective a determinant of present and future as the true past.
·w hat people believe about the events leading to the attack on Pearl
Harbor; what the Russian people and the American people believe about
the " U-2 incident;" what the peoples of the world believe about the building of the great empires since 1942; what the African people believe about
their past relations with European nations; what the Chinese people
believe about their relations with the United States and with Russia; all
of these beliefs will build the future of mankind. And man must know
the truth if he would be free from the slavery of historical error.

\
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LA rfiN AMERICA-Our Achilles Heel?
AN ADDRESS BEFORE STUDENTS AND FACULTY
SEPTEMBER

15, 1960

By

E.

RoBERT

BuRNS

In the Old Testament there is a Scriptural saying, found in Jeremiah ,
the eighth chapter, the twenty-second verse, "Is there no balm in Gilead ;
is there no physician there?" In fact, you will remember there was a
Negro spiritual titled, "There is a Balm in Gilead," meaning, of course,
the healing power of Jesus. But as we look at the world about us and
as we are now looking at the Latin American scene, I think we might
ask the question Jeremiah once asked: "Is there no balm in Gilead; is
there no physician there?"
On October 7, 1957, an event occurred which historians say may be
as important as Columbus' discovery of America: the Russians were successful in putting Sputnik I into orbit! This was the first time man had
projected himself into the celestial. It caused America to be greatly
shocked; it caused us to lose face. '"'e lost a propaganda battle. I do not
know why this should have been the case, because both Russia and the
United States had agreed that during the International Geophysical Year
they would put a satellite into orbit. They both had agreed they had the
know-how, and the engirieering skill, and each knew the other was working on it and had the financial ability to do it. The fact that the Russians
accomplished it fi:rst shocked the United States, and we are not yet over
the shock. The people blamed education, but, of course, that is another
story.
Another important event occured in 1958. The Vice President of the
United States and his wife, on a good-will tour of Latin America, were
mobbed. They had a little skirmish in one of the countries high up in the
Andes- in Bolivia at La Paz. There also was a disturbance down in Lima,
Peru, at San Marcos University. But the climax for the Nixons occmTed
in Caracas, Venezuela. ' 'Vhile in a motorcade, their car was descended
upon by a mob, the tires were slashed, the hood was bashed in, the windows
were broken, and one of the Venezuelans actually spit in Mrs. Nixon's
face! Someone asked Mr. Nixon afterward how he felt about the situation;
and he said he didn't mind the tires being slashed, the hood being bashed
in, the glass in the car broken, but he certainly did mind having somebody
spit in his wife's face-particularly when he wasn't able to do anything
about it. This incident shocked the United States into a new realization
that relations to the south were not good.
South America is a world at our doorstep and, to a considerable extent,
the United States depends for its existence as a world power upon good
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relations with its neighbors. '1\Te cannot win. the cold war in Latin America,
but certainly we can lose the cold war there. It is literally our soft underbelly. It could be our Achilles' heel.
There always have been reactions in South America against the United
States. I remember thirty years ago when I was a student here, Dr. G. A.
·w erner was giving courses in Latin American Relations. He had lived
there for a long time and had taught in certain of their institutions. He
talked about the background that caused us to be called the "Colossus of
the North." He also talked about the background that caused us to be
called "Yankee Imperialists." They are still calling us Yankee Imperialists
in 1g6o. ' 'Ve are so powerful and so important to these countries that it is
said that every time America sneezes, Latin America gets the influenza.
Our relations have been spotty. You will remember from your history
books that we often sent the Marines into the Central American countries
to collect debts, or to stabilize a political situation. Then along came our
Good Neighbor Policy, and we instituted Cordell Hull's Reciprocal Trade
Treaties, which worked very well for a while, but in later years have fallen
somewhat into disuse.
There are twenty-one nations ·south of the Rio Grande, about ten in
South America proper. I should hate, however, to have a geography lesson
here this morning. I doubt if there are five per cent of the people in this
room, students and professors alike, who could go to a map and correctly
locate the twenty-one sovereign nations south of the Rio Grande. It would
be embarrassing, indeed, to try this. Yet we are in trouble, and we are
getting increasingly in trouble in South America. Our tendency is to
blame it on the Communists. Maybe we might blame some of this on our
ignorance of these friends to the south.
' 'Vhile all these nations are different, we get into a habit of thinking of
them as about the same. One of the things that impresses me is the fact that
they are very, very different. Colombia is different from Argentina and
certainly Chile is a lot different from Brazil, and so forth. Many of our
people think most of the folks clown there sit around in sandals with a
straw hat, strumming a guitar. This certainly is not true, and you are in
for the shock of your life when you visit there if you think it is.
United States trade and investment in Canada and Latin America is
greater than that of all of the rest of the world combined. Yet the foreignpolicy interest of this country runs east and west rather than north and
south. Our financial and economical axis is north and south, and yet our
military and political axis runs east and west.
Here is an area of revolutions, the decline of military dictators, a tidal
wave of political changes of a democratic nature, a demand for industrialization and rising standards of living, insistent demands for social
justice, and a population explosion. When these things are happening, we
must expect political instability, social ferment, and extreme sensitivity.
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South America proper, not counting Central America, is more than
twice the size of the United States, with Alaska included. It is 4,500 miles
in length and 3,ooo miles wide at its broadest point. Chile is longer from
its northern boundary to its southern boundary than it is from New York
to Los Angeles. And the Amazon basin has more than two million acres!
In fact, it is a little larger than the combined area of the United States of
America. The majority of the people live within about 200 miles of the
coast. It is interesting to note that there is not a city of any size in the
interior of all of South America.
For the first time in history, the population of Latin America is exceeding that of the United States. Previously we exceeded them, but now the
growth population-wise in Latin America is the greatest of any area of
the world . This includes India, China, Southeast Asia, yes, any part of
the world you might mention. And it is expected that if the present rate
of population growth continues in Latin America, the population will
treble in thirty years! This is a real population explosion, to say the least.
Now let us look at their religion. Ninety-five percent of their people are
of the Catholic faith. They make up one-third of the world membership
of the Catholic Church. The church saved what there was left of existence
for the Indian after nearly all had been taken from him by the Spaniards
-people he could not understand and whose motives were completely incomprehensible to him. But the Indian has adjusted to the Catholic
Church and the Catholic Church likewise has adjusted to the Indian . However, much of the church in South America is ceremonial. It revolves
around baptism, marriage, and the burial service. The priests say that at
a maximum figure fifteen percent of the people take Mass. When we
realize that here is a country ninety-five percent Catholic and yet only
fifteen percent of whom take Mass, we can see just about how much the
church really means to the people.
At this point I think we ought to reflect a little on our own situationmaybe even our situation in California. I admire a person who can get his
religion out underneath a tree or beside a babbling brook, but the chances
are he won't get very much . The chances are he will have a religious
experience by meeting with others, as they associate together, sing together, pray together, yes even have potluck dinners together. Show me a
person who hasn't any church-going habits and I'll show you a person who
isn't much of a bulwark against statism or Communism. vVhat is higher
for him than the state? vVhat was higher for Hitler than the state; what
was higher for Mussolini, what was higher for Joseph Stalin than the state?
I would rather be a church member, hypocritical, and go to hell, than to
be like a lot of people who don't know "where in the hell" they are going!
In a recent issue of the Stockton Record I ran across some rather pertinent
statistics at this point. It said that in North America there is one priest for
each 700 Catholics and in Europe one priest for each 8oo Catholics. Even
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in Asia and Africa the ratio is no g-reater than one priest for 1500 communicants. But in Latin America there is only one priest for each 5,ooo baptized
Catholics. In some areas a single priest has as many as 3o,ooo people in
his nominal flock. There are more than 1o,ooo villages and towns which
have no church or resident priest. Efforts to train more native-born priests
are severely hampered by the high rate of illiteracy which prevails in many
areas. The Protestant movement in Latin America still is numerically
weak with a total membership of perhaps s,ooo,ooo people. The important
thing about this religious factor in Latin America is how relig-ion is going
to be a buffer against Communism . Is it important? Is it effective?
It was very disconcerting in Latin America to see a g-ood member of the
church, a communicant, taking part in a Communist-front demonstration
one day and thinking nothing about it in the slightest, then two or three
days later marching in a Catholic parade down one of the main avenues
of the city. This is the thing that bothers many of the people in Latin
America. It is bothering our embassy staff. There seems to be no connection for a communicant in the church between his religious experience
and lining up with a Communist-front movement. It seems to me that
a church which has a social gospel, a church which is dealing with the
everyday issues of life, a church which is dealing with economic, political,
and social issues, is not going to become an opium of the people. They
found in Russia a good while ago that the Russian Orthodox Church,
which was in league with the g-overnment, was becoming an opium to the
people because it didn't have a social gospel. It wasn't dealing with the
everyday issues of life. Anybody who tells me that my church is forced
into a situation where I must sing a little and pray a little and read a little
bit of the Scriptures, but when it comes to economic, political and social
issues I can't talk about them in that church-well, we are ready for a
first-class fight! This is the best way that I know for a religion or a church
to become the opium of the people. It seemed to me, from what I saw and
as I talked to people, that the church in South America still might be an
opium of the people, but there is a slight evidence that the church is beginning to line up with the middle class and social-action groups. If it can
do this and do it fast enough, it might be a bulwark against the inroads
of Communism which seem to be on the way.
Let us look at education. Because of the high degree of centralization
in Latin America, the central government is about the only agency that is
going to provide for fifty percent or more of the school population now
without schools. It must educate-it must literally shanghai double the
number of teachers it now has, produce many more books than it now
produces and it must even get such simple things as pencils and notebooks.
It must double the number of school inspectors, bookkeepers, clerks,
supervisors, and even teachers' colleges in order to produce more teachers.
It must do all these things and it must do them in a hurry. The population
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Dr. Burns and Dr. M eye r at San M areas University.

is growing so fast that at this moment the school system is losing ground .
From some source the means must be discovered to double the education
budget which in some countries is already large in proportion to some of
the other governmental expenditures . ·w hen the president of the country
has done all of this, and no one else seems able to do it because he is in the
central position, he will have universalized the present situation, they
contend. But a little over one percent of the children of school age will
complete the fifth or sixth grade, and half of the children matriculating
will not go on after the first year. The amount of literacy will have increased but slightly, and the extent of functional illiteracy probably will
have doubled.
\ ,Vhen it comes to the matter of higher education we are in a position
to talk a little more authoritatively, because we talked to more people in
this field than any other. Remember that the oldest university on this
hemisphere is not Harvard, nor Yale, but San Marcos University in Lima ,
Peru, which now has quite a student body. In this area, too, the problem
of inadequate finances was everywhere apparent. This is brought out by
the fact that part-time teaching staffs are in practically every university in
South America. There are only two universities down there that have what
you would call a full-time teaching staff. One is the University of the Andes
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in Colombia, (and this is helped greatly by Ford Foundation money) ,
and the other is the University of Sao Paulo in Brazil. All the others in all
the rest of the countries bring in professors who are active in the professions, who are active in business-they are teaching on a part-time basis.
They come in, perhaps unprepared, after they have done a day's work, and
many times they are teaching something that they learned thirty years ago.
Often they are people who are there because teaching a course or two in
the university gives them a certain prestige in their profession.
It is tragic to think that there are no full-time teaching staffs in all of
South America, with the exception of these two places. vVhat do you think
our higher educational system would be like in America if only two of
our colleges had full-time teaching staffs? In addition, they have overcrowded halls and classrooms and poor laboratories.
Finally there is the involvement with the government. The Minister of
Education in virtually every one of these countries requires that when a
college changes a course or when it institutes a nevv course it must get
government approval. Thank goodness, in schools like ours and even in
our state institutions, we can think up new ideas and ordinarily can put
them into effect without going to the federal government for approval.
There is, too, the matter of the student strikes. They are interfering
tremendously with the educational process. There are councils made up
of students and professors and many times the students are so powerful
that they are wiping out whole courses and causing whole groups of professors to resign . In a place like Lima, Peru, there was a strike against the
medical school. The entire medical faculty resigned and now there is no
medical education in Lima. The doctors have gotten together and have
said that, unless they can gain some concessions from the students, the
medical profession of Peru will not teach medicine at Lima. This is not
true at just one place; it is true in practically all of South America. There
is the professional type of student who is somewhat of a rabble-rouser.
He may be thirty years of age, possibly taking only one course, and not
in a four-year or five-year program as you would here at this institution. The higher educational system in Latin America is in a very sorry
situation .
Not a single institution in the entire area has a liberal arts curriculum.
Here you can major in a liberal arts course, you can get a liberal arts background, you can take a general course, and then specialize later on. In all
of Latin America there is not a single institution that provides such a
possibility. The ojJjJortunities fm· some institution to go down there and
found some liberal arts colleges to jJoint the way absolutely staggers
the imagination!
There are the political problems, too-these crises that are constantly
recurring-the revolutions. Looking at it optimistically, you might say
it could be symptomatic of a beginning maturity. The old system of
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one man, one family, one class government is about over. The middle
class seems to be rising. Already the middle class is a decisive voice in possibly one-half of the Latin American countries. More than 200 constitutions
have been adopted in about 150 years of organic law. Remember that the
forming of national democracies cannot occur without great disturbance.
'1\Te have that great disturbance in Latin America and we are sure to
have more in the years ahead.
Since we have so many changes in a century, it might not be facetious to
remark that revolutions are a sign of stability because they have so many
of them and you can rather comit on them. But they have some built-in
safeguards against those revolutions. One is the right of asylum. Every
Latin American country has the right of asylum for someone who may
be deposed in a country near by. I think they rather favor in a small way
top-level corruption, for it provides the saving against a rainy clay for a
ruler who comes into the picture and then finds himself overthrown
overnight. Remember, as these revolutions come along that they cost
very few lives and they do not greatly disturb the normal functioning of
the society of the country.
There are twenty-one countries, but they do not have a mass Communist
party in any one of them! I was interested in reading the statistics that
were compiled by the House On-American Activities Committee last year,
1959, as to what they thought the membership of the Communist party
might be in Latin American countries. The highest membership was
in Argentina. Cuba in 1959 had a membership of about 12,000 members.
But I don't think this should fool you, for you see an example in Cuba
of how a few disciplined people can get into a little bit of difficulty and
how they can begin to slide in one direction or another; hovv this very
carefully can be worked out, so that a disciplined few can actually take
over a country even though a majority of the people may not be members
of the party. Robert Alexander wrote a book not long ago called Communism in Latin America. It said, "Wherever a democratic trade union is
allowed to flourish the Communists lose their major source of mass support and become ineffectual."
I do not want to oversimplify what I have to say today, but I am as
worried as you are about the role of America in a situation like this. The
situation in which we find ourselves these days is rather desperate, in not
knowing exactly what to do. I'm sure our State Department has been
scratching its head for a long time as to what kind of a program we can
work out that will capture the imagination of people. And yet I say, by
not trying to oversimplify, that it may be the fact that the poverty and
inequality and the squalor that is found in so many parts of the world
is a thing that is working against us. Our prosperity possibly is the thing
that is our Achilles heel. The question is, how can America keep awake
on a full stomach? I don't know of a single American leader, a Congress-
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man, a Senator, or any group of citizens going to our legislative halls
advocating a drop in our standard of living to one of austerity so as to
get ready for a day that may never come. But a contest may come any
day-it may come any minute. The question is how can we stay awake?
Most Americans are rather comfortable in their life in suburbia with
their car pools, their swimming pools, and their cesspools. As the former
premier of Pakistan said not long ago, "As I let myself ponder over this
I suddenly see the United States as an island, a fabulously prosperous
island, and around this island I see an unhealthy ~ea of misery, poverty
and squalor in which millions of human beings are trying to keep their
heads above water. At such moments I fear for this great nation as one
fears for a dear friend." President Eisenhower has stated, "The economic
need of all nations in mutual dependence makes isolation an impossibility. Not even America's prosperity could long survive if other nations
did not prosper." And the Chinese pointed out a good while ago that
walls which shut other people out also shut them in. It could be that
the walls that we may be trying to build up on a fabulously prosperous
island may shut other peoples out but in the long run may also shut us in.
Senator James Fulbright, the chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, an egghead and former professor at the University of Arkansas, said: "W'e are in for serious trouble if we think we are at liberty to get
richer while most of the rest of the world gets poorer." In a poker game
played with stacked cards, and where all the chips come to be concentrated
in relatively few hands, the other players will be tempted to do one of three
things-to change the rules, to quit, or to shoot from the hip. And the
really frightening fact is that the same conditions which led first to revolu tions and to Communist control in Cuba also exist in many other countries
in Latin America.
There are approximately two and eight-tenths billion people on the
face of the globe. It is said that two-thirds of them are undernourished;
many of them are hungry; a billion and a half of them live in primitive
family units. They don't live in the kind of houses you and I live in. They
live in grass shacks; they live in mud huts; they live in caves; they live
underneath the trees; they live out in the open. And if you give some
of these people the choice between the four freedoms and the four sandwiches, many of them will take the four sandwiches.
We have been talking about the political and economic problems that
are plaguing us. But you know that the world is growing in population
at about eighteen percent per decade. ·with all our science and technology
we cannot yet provide the means for supporting a growth of this magnitude. At some point, in my opinion, population growth must stop. At an
eighteen percent growth in seven hundred and thirty years there would
only be one square foot of land left on the earth for each person! Man
can decide which and how birth rates and death rates are going to become
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equal. If he procrastinates, nature is going to make the decisions for him.
If he says we are not going to have lowering birth rates, then nature is
going to say ·we are going to have increasing death rates. This is the
law of compensation. This is my opinion. There are other points of vie-w.
If you don't remember another thing I say this morning, I should like
for you to remember this: fewer than one-tenth of the world's population
live on the North American continent. That is where we live. This tiny
fraction of humanity enjoys two-thirds to three-fourths of the world's
income and the world's goods. Seventy-five percent of the people of the
world have less than $100 a year income. Our average income, just announced, is about $2100 per person . This is economic inequality greater
than we have seen in the vVest since the start of the industrial revolution.
It is increasing inequality, for the gap between the economically developed
and the underdevloped countries has been widening rather than narrowing, not only over the last fifty years but even over the last ten years.
So we ask ourselves, and maybe it ·will become clearer after a while, why
are we having the billion-fold frustrations of the have-less people in places
like Asia, Africa and Latin America? The New York Times recently
quoted a statement by the president of Colombia, as he spoke to a great
conference in Bogota, Colombia: "A revolution against poverty is sweeping the underdev-e loped nations of the world and Latin America is no
exception. The meeting here is a new effort by the American republics
to examine the tremendous process of anxiety and frustration in most
of the Latin American countries. The joint solution of this problem is
not only basic for the Americans, but our fundamental interest for the
free civilization of the \1\Test. A cloud is on the economic horizon. Latin
America has seen a reduction in its dollar income from a 1951 level of
four billion three hundred million to an annual level of three billion
two hundred million. That is to say, more than one billion dollars annually less. This reduction in export income has affected coffee, wool, lead,
copper, cocoa, cotton, wheat, and meats. That covers the bulk of exports
from the areas, with the exception of petroleum, which also is declining.
If this decline continues, Latin America is simply headed for disaster; it
is caught in the whirlpool of catastrophe. The answer is economic development and this is a long-term process."
So with this as the background you can see that our work is cut out
for us, not only in other parts of the world, but particularly in Latin
America. It was because of a growing sense of frustration, a feeling that
we knew so little about this area, and because we have on the staff here
at the college fifteen people who have had Latin American experience,
professors who have lived there, who have taught there, or who were born
there, that we thoug·ht perhaps these people could be used . This led us
to develop a program in Inter-American Studies.
Yesterday morning I had breakfast with Mr. Nelson Rockefeller in
(Con cluded on Page I28)

ROBERT E. BURNS
and the University of the Pacific
By ARTHUR vV.

SwANN

Near the end of the first twentieth century decade, John and Stella
Burns welcomed a son into their home in Flat River, Missouri . The poetic
name of Robert Edward was chosen for him to bear.
Half a continent away a struggling school, the University of the Pacific,
bad labored for six decades with a name too larg·e for itself. After much
thought the school dropped the word Unive·rs£t y from its name and was
called "College of the Pacific."
The biggest event in the early years of Robert's development was his
family 's move to California. Even before his graduation from Richmond
High School, the boy and the college had been brought together. He came
first as a representative to one of the Y.M .C.A . conventions held on
the campus.
The college meanwhile waned and waxed, and likewise moved, from
San Jose to Stockton. Robert E. Burns came to the College of the Pacific
as a freshman in 1927, and stayed, for the good of the school. As undergraduate, as student body president, as graduate student, as field secretary,
as placement secretary, alumni secretary, registrar, as assistant to the
president, and as president, Robert has grown with the college, and the
college has grown because of him.
Now, even as this is read, the news is going out that the dream of a
century ago is becoming real again. The early name is now a deserved one.
On its 11oth birthday, January 7, 1961, the college which so honorably
changed its name in 1911 becomes again the University of the Pacific.
The stream of life that brought Robert Burns to Pacific, and the wise
planning that has kept him here, promise a future that can only be described as glorious.
(Continued from Page I2 7)

Sacramento to see if we could get him to come here in about two months
to help launch this program. He is giving it serious consideration. We
sought him above others because probably no other man of prominence
in America has done more in understanding the Latin American situation ,
in working with it, and in having really constructive ideas in order that
something might be done about it. vVe are hoping that in December or
January we can present to this student body and friends of the college
a program that will be statesmanlike, a program where our own research
can be used, a program that will do a little in its own way to bridge the gap
between the two areas of this hemisphere, so that together we might be
living in peace in the kind of world which we all desire.

CALVIN B. WEST OF THE UMPQUA
By REGINALD R.

STUART AND GRACE

D . STUART

Continued fmm August Issue
IV
FRoM THE SANTIAM To ScoTTSBURG

"Aug. 18 Thurs. Passed North fork of Sante Anna River, also Tom's
Fork, & Crabtree fork & camp there. Saw a Dr. Boyce at Promity. has a
very beautiful claim, good log cabin, 10 acres under good improvement,
sufficient timber, the rest prairie offers to sell for $3oo. Met vVm . Lion,
is teaching school $2 pr day. lost one horse expects to loose another
Nooned near a Mr. Cranks today, bot bus potatoes $1.00 gave us few
onions & cucumbers. Mrs. Cruzan quite unwell today with diarhorie with
gnpmg pains. Mrs. Crank prepared some brandy which relieved her
much"
\Vest confuses the name of this stream, the Santiam, and shows thereby
the nearness of the Mexican \Var to the period. General Santa Anna was
commander-in-chief of the Mexican Army during our war with that country. The Santiam River was named after a tribe of local Indians. A small
tributary is now called Thomas Fork.
Wm. Lion is mentioned again by West as a pioneer teacher of Roseburg.
The Crank's Donation Land Claim lies about one mile northwest of
Scio. 36 The Cranks lie buried in unmarked graves on the hilly land at the
back of the claim. 3 7 The old pioneer road came clown to the bottom lands
of Thomas Creek in the near vicinity of the Crank home.
"Aug. 19 Fri. Got 2 or 3 messes of potatoes & a few tomatoes of a
Mr. Crabtree. Think the land about the Santa Anna & its forks is too low
& wet in winter & spring & too hard and dry in summer. Scattering oaks
through the Valeys & a plenty of fir &con the hills adjacent land all taken
up & improving principally settle last year. Camp at Elcl . Wm. Sperry I
took sup. lodging & breakfast enjoyed the first bed since left St. Joe. the
last of April."
John J. Crabtree, 18oo-18g2, a native of Virginia, gave evidence of
being the type of virile citizens who populated Oregon. 38 Descendants
of his fifteen children hold annual reunions at Albany on the third Sunday
in June. The history of the section in which the Crabtrees lived records
many floods, washed-out bridges, and pioneer towns destroyed by water,
but the black, fertile soil of the district is almost the best in Oregon.
" Rev vVm Sperry Died May 10, 1857. Aged 45 y's 10m's 10 cl's" 30
Wm. Sperry was born in Kentucky and came to Oregon in 1851. He was
a missionary of the vVillamette Association of the Baptist Church. The
129
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people for many miles around remember vVm . Sperry's son, Carpus C.
Sperry, who carried on the work of his father for many years.-10 The inscription on his tombstone reads:
"Rev. C. C. Sperry I830·1909."
The missionary activities of Wm. Sperry during the early 'so's were
rather thoroughly covered in the letters of Rev. Ezra Fisher.n
'Vest writes:
"Aug. 2o-Satur. Quite a pleasant acquaintance with Bro. Sperry &
family Though riches are increasing with him, I think he sets not his heart
upon them. At his solicitation I made known my church relation and
desires & was much encouraged. Drive on 4 or 5 ms. & stop at Camp
Meeting at a Mr. Kirks on Calapouza."
Alexander Kirk came to the Calapooya with Hugh L. Brovvn and others
in 1849. When the post office was established in 185o, it was called Kirk's
Ferry, but when the town was later platted, it was named Brmvnsville.'12
Kirk was a county judge under the Territorial Government, 4 3 a farmer, a
stockholder in the local woolen mill in I8G5,H and the operator of a ferry
across the Calapooya.
"A Delazon Smith quite prominent politician & [former] Infidel lecturer & editor Now a Methodist preacher, is a man of considerable
ability, though his severe, controversial & contentious spirit & habit render it impossible for him to tell even the pleasing story of the Cross in a
winning & sweet manner. He has also another common fault contracted
probably in his spun out infidel doctrines that of prolixity, he is very
tedious. Though he understands his subject quite well, he is not sufficiently terse and clear. Presiding Elder Pern [Pearne]. good order on
camp, quite a large congregation, very good preaching, a very excellent
prayer meeting tonight Mr. Pern on faith good sermon Delazon Smith
had a pious Mother, who when dying put her hand on his head, a lad of
9 years old, & said Son, give God thy heart and meet me in heaven. He
felt that hand & heard that voice through all his infidel course ."
Delazon Smith, I8I6-1859, was a native of New York. By many he was
considered the most brilliant orator of Oregon in the pre-Civil vVar clays.
The Hon. John R . McBride, one of his opponents, wrote:
"For power of statement, strength and skill in argument, keen and
merciless sarcasm applied to the cause of an opponent, the orator who
could match him with the masses was a great man. He was not always
elegant, but he was always forcible." 15
Smith was elected one of the first United States senators from Oregon
and played an important part in the early political history of the section.
His enemies dubbed him "Delusion" Smith. It is probable that his proslavery attitude ran counter to 'Vest's convictions.
Thomas H. Pearne, also born in New York, was at the time of vVest's
visit the Presiding Elder for the district, which included the Methodist
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Church on the Calapooya. He was called the "Holy Cobbler" by some
of his contemporaries.'16
\Vest continues his record:
"Aug. 2 I Sun. A very good camp meeting, several professed conversions & reclamations. The day was faithfully spent with five public
services.
"Aug. 22 Mon. Here cross the Calapooia, a very small river. We
travel through a beautiful country today, continuous Valeys, divided into
districts by occasional buttes, the Cascade range close to our left, well
timbered & ·w atered. begged a little butter & tea of a Mr Pierce. Camped
at the base of a Butte by a good spring. Saw in theN. vV. a blazing Comet
about I5 degrees above the horizon at g oclock P. M. It sat about Y2
after 10 P. M."
The Pierce Donation Land Claim is located about ten or twelve miles
south of Brovvnsville. We thought it a particularly appropriate gesture
that the present owner, Mrs. Emma Pierce, should be in the act of making
butter at the time of our visit.
The old stage road ran along the base of the foothills, and vve were
told a good spring flows from the side hill a short distance above the
road. This was probably where vVest camped. From this place he had an
unobstructed view toward the northwest.
"Aug. 23 Tues. This morning cross the N. Fork of vVilamette
[McKenzie River] a beautiful large stream 20 ms. from the Calapooia.
Skinner's Post Office at Coast fork of Wilamette, 3 ms. S. of the N. or
McKenzie fork, crossed both free. Eugene City, Seat of Lane Co. at this
last crossing and here is the most timberful portion of the territory,
we have seen. quite a high plain or prairie above high water marks
several miles wide, bordered on the N. E. by a heavy dense line of fir
& pine timber, on the S. vV. by hill spurs & ranges of gradual ascent very
sparsely timbered with white & black oak with here & there a fir & pine
passing over these ranges through gaps into a very small irregular valey,
camped at a Mr. Hadley's."
The name, "Skinner's Post Office," was changed to "Eugene City" on
September 3, 1853, just eleven clays after West's visit. "City" was dropped
from the name on May 29, 188g.'17 From \Vest's account it is obvious
that the change in the name of the post office lagged behind that of the
town. Both were named for Eugene F. Skinner who took up his land
claim at the foot of Skinner's Butte in 1846 and built his cabin in 1847. 18
Henry G. Hadley was the first Justice of Peace of Lane County.'19 In
1853 he was living on his land claim about ten miles southwest of Eugene.
West's description, "small, irregular valey," was quite suitable. Huge
seedling apples, pears, and cherries, as well as large black walnut trees,
now give an idea of age. Hadley was a member of the Territorial Legislature from Lane County in the December session, I853· Later, Hadley
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moved about five miles westerly to the district which is now known as
Hadleyville. 00
"Aug. 24 vVednes. Mr. Hadley took us to see a claim 2 ms. [illegible]
a very small valey well watered by a very good little creek of clear pure
ever running water course to the S. hill well timbere:l with fir & pine N.
hills a few oaks occasional sprs moderate ascent good grass has a good
mill site is on the whole an excellent claim Take dinner at a Mr. John
Edwards, Grocer Kindly invited us to cook in his house, the first favor
of the kind in the Territory he is a Swede, address Sciuslaw P. 0. Lain
Co. camp at the crossing of a small creek 2Yf ms. from first Mts. had a
straw bed"
This pioneer store was in the vicinity of present-day Gillespie Corners.
In the back of the old diary is a more detailed description of the above
claim:
"Claim on small branch of Kiota creek, branch of Long Tom, which
is a tributary of vVilamett. 3 ms. from Kiota creek. 2 ms. from Spencer
creek at H . G. Hadley's."
"Aug. 25 Thurs. Crossed the Calapooia Mountains stopped at a Mr.
Stillwell's, baptist family lodged with them on Elk Creek or River"
The Calapooya Mountains form the divide between the headwater,'>
of the vVillamette and the coast streams of the Siuslaw, Smith, and
Umpqua rivers. In the body of the diary, \!\Test makes no mention of
\1\Tan-en N. Goodell whose Donation Land Claim embraced the land on
which the town of Drain was built and through which he now passed on
his way to the Umpqua. In the back of the book, however, is this notation:
"Goodell, Preacher. second house over Mts. Calapooia"
Perhaps Goodell was not at home when \!\Test passed.
Thomas Stillwell, 1787-1871, was another Virginian. He was a veteran
of the \!\Tar of 1812 and came to Oregon from Missouri in 1844. He was a
Quaker and Baptist. 5 1 Stillwell's Donation Land Claim was located on
the left bank of Elk Creek about a mile west of Drain.
"Aug. 26 Fri . Leave family & wagon at Stillwell's. Self & Crusan walk
to Judge Hudson's through pack trail down creek to Umpqua River
about 15 ms. 8 ms. from Junction to Hudson arrive in the evening
Judge knew me, has expected me The travel today has been very rough.
Umpqua Valey here is very narrow, every foot taken up. "
John Hudson was born in 1796, married Rhoda Denman in 1821. She
died in 1847. They had three sons, Shadrach, Joseph, and Clark . Hudson
came overland to Oregon in 184 7 and located first on the Clatsop Plains
near the mouth of the Columbia River. He was a fanner and removed
to Scottsburg about 1851. There he was also a .Justice of the Peace and a
member of the Territorial Convention. 52 He was teaching school at
Clatsop in .June, 1848. 53 \!\Test was Hudson 's brother-in-law, having married the latter's sister.
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Hudson was a native of Ohio. His Donation Land Claim is located
about four miles east of Scottsburg on a small stream which was originally
called Hudson Creek. Later the property passed into the hands of a man
named Patterson, and the creek was changed to his name. Eventually,
the Weatherlys bought the place and the creek was renamed for them.
The land was owned by Howard R. and Floyd \1\Teatherly in 1946.
Howard Weatherly told us he had plowed up the foundations of two
old chimneys on the creek bottom about one-quarter mile below the
present house. Perhaps they marked the location of the Hudson home.
Our speedometer reading from Elkton (the "Junction" mentioned by
West) to the Hudson claim was about 13 miles in place of West's 8 miles.
This discrepancy was due, in part, to the pack trail being much shorter
than the present highway. The trail cut across one of the big bends of
the Umpqua, from Benders to the Turner claim which is now called
Paradise Creek.
"Aug. 27 Satur. Found Letter from my dear family at the Judge's
today rode to Scotsberg with ]. an uninviting place yet there must be
quite a heavy business here when the Indians are quieted. Thick forest
& close Canyon with a few rods only of valey & every foot of that taken
for several miles above town, bore a letter for a Mr. 'Williams from his
bro. & took dinner with him. No letter in P. 0. for me."
Scottsburg at this time was the metropolis of southern Oregon. It
was one of the busiest and most important centers in Oregon during
1853." 4 It was platted in 1850 by the Klamath Exploring Expedition, made
up of a group of San Francisco adventurers and business men under the
leadership of Captain Heman Winchester. The name Scottsburg was
given the settlement for Levi Scott upon whose Donation Land Claim
the new town was laid out. 5 5 The town was located at the head of navigation of the Umpqua and was the outfitting point for pack trains ,.vhich
supplied goods to most of southern Oregon and northern California during the early 'so's. With the establishment of Crescent City in 1853 and
the opening of new trade routes, the importance of Scottsburg· began to
decline.56
L. L. ·w illiams lived in Scottsburg at the time of West's visit. He was
an attorney and Indian fighter, being almost fatally wounded in the war
with the Coquilles. His life was saved by his close friend, Cyrus Hedden,
who carried him back to the settlement through the almost impassable
coast mountainsY Later he was an official of Douglas County for many
years. He is buried in the Odd Fellows Cemetery in Roseburg to which
he left a bequest for the care of his grave. 58
"Aug. 28 Sun. At Judge Hudson's. No religious services at all."
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v
vVEsT swrNcs ARouND THE

UMPQUA

"Aug. 29 [ 1853] Mon. Shad rack came down last evening, has become
a fine man, wishes my family with him, cleaned wheat today for the
Judge. He went out & killed a deer, very fine venison."
Shadrach, son of John Hudson and nephew of Mrs. Calvin B. \Vest,
later taught school in the Umpqua. He fought in the Indian \!\Tars of
the 185o's and spent his last clays in the Old Soldiers Home near Roseburg.59 At the time of \!Vest's visit, he was one of the numerous packers
who distributed supplies from Scottsburg. His donation land claim was
located about one mile southeast of the Kellogg bridge in one of the
great bends of the Umpqua River.
"Aug. 30 Tues. Rode to Shadrachs 15 ms or more. He has an excellent claim, but it is a mile from the road, and quite hemmed in, though on
the river. No improvement save a cabin & garden & pasture. Excellen t
springs. He offers me the use of his cows 15 to 20 another season if I will
take care of the calves, could make from 2 to 4 lbs butter pr. week, a
head, 50 cts to 1.00 pr. lb."
The route of vVest and Crusan on August 30 was over the Big Hill and
back to Elkton, thence due south across the Umpqua via the Trenton
Ferry, 60 over the hilly divide, and down to Crescent Ferry near where
the Kellogg bridge is now located. Instead of crossing at this point, they
turned to the left along a private trail which shortly brought them to
Shadrack's cabin .
"Aug. 31 vVednes. Rained nearly all night, & some through the day.
So slippery go no further, but remain at Shadrach 's reading Agnes Grey.61
"Sept. rst Thurs. Rain subscides today, and pass on to Green Valey
take tea with a bro. Gilbert. lodge & breakfast at a bro. Pinkstons. Methodists both. pleasant fam ilies.
"Sept. 2 Fri. Part with bro. Crusen 62 on even terms & pursue my
way to Garden Valey, & Campmeeting. Introduced to the preacher in
charge bro. Rannie, & the P. Elder bro. \ 1Vilber. treated with much attention, pressed from me my mission & urged me into the work.
"Found some Baptist brethern, Woodruff & vVhite & hoped to meet
Elder Stevens, but it rains so incessantly, that probable he & many others
will not attend. A very good time thus far, though all the services are
confined to the tents. How much pains is taken in Oregon to fit up comfortable tents, posts & siding."
Green ValleyB 3 was an important section in 1853. Its name is applied
to an election precinct, a road district, and one of the earliest schools.
J oseph L. Gilbert 6·1 was the County Auditor at the time of \ 1Vest's visit.
Harrison Pinkston's 65 name is mentioned many times in the Umpqua
County Commissioners' records.

An aerial view of Garden Valley. The South Fork of the Umpqua River is in the
foreground . The North Fork is the almost straight gash from right to left in the rear
of the photograph . The location of ·west's school was at the upper left and his D. L. C.
still farther clown the river, but not shown in the photograph.
Fredrickson jJiwlo
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Garden Valley is the name applied to the bottom lands at the junction
of the North and South forks of the Umpqua River. 66 Occasional floods
would cover the lowlands and transform the entire area into a lake. In
1861-2, the Reed grist mill was washed away and the ·winchester bridg·e
was torn from its foundation and floated across country like a boat. 67
The "preacher in charge" whom "'West met, was Rev. James 0. Raynor,
one of the two Methodist missionaries in Douglas County at that time.
He was an Englishman who had come to Oregon in 1847. Later he was a
trustee of the Umpqua Academy and superintendent of schools in 1858.
He died at San Mateo, California, June 18, 1888. 6 8 His D. L. C. was No.
64 and consisted of 640.67 acres. It was located near Garden Valley.
Raynor's associate, James H. Wilbur, was the Presiding Elder of the
Methodist Church in the Umpqua District and was affectionately called
"Father" Wilbur by the people of southern Oregon. He was a New
Yorker who came to Oregon via San Francisco in company with William
Roberts, who had been appointed superintendent of missions in 1847.
He was assigned to many fields in the territory and was the founder of at
least two important schools, Portland and Umpqua academies. 69 Umpqua
Academy was built on Wilbur's Donation Land Claim north of Winchester. His home was called the first Methodist parsonage in southern
Oregon. The present town of Wilbur is named for him. 70 Proctor's
equestrian statue, "The Circuit Rider," which stands at the entrance
to the state capitol in Salem, was molded from a composite picture of
Father Wilbur, I. D. Driver, and the donor's father, Rcobert Booth, and
one other missionary. 71
Jonathan Woodruff, 72 whose Donation Land Claim lies on the left bank
of the Umpqua west of Garden Valley, is remembered in the vicinity
as "Jock" Woodruff. He was more of a trapper and hunter than a farmer
and soon sold his claim to his brother, Anthony Hart Woodruff. 73
Thomas Stevens (Stephens) was a Welsh minister who came to Oregon
in 1852. After preaching in Shiloh and Corvallis for a short time, he
settled near Roseburg 7 '1 and organized the Baptist Church with the assistance of Missionary Ezra Fisher during the summer of 1853. Stevens'
Donation Land Claim was on the south side of Deer Creek, a mile east
of the heart of Roseburg.
"Sept. 3 Satur. Ride up to Deer Creek to see Elder Stevens . Garden
Valey & the country up the Umpqua I consider the most desirable portion
of the Territory I have yet seen. Brother Woodruff informs me ' there is
quite a valuable claim yet in Garden Valey. Met Elden Stevens. \Vas kindly
received."
Roseburg had been organized as "Deer Creek" in 1851 by Aaron Rose
on his Donation Land Claim at the junction of Deer Creek and the South
Fork of the Umpqua. The name was changed to Roseburg in 1854 and
the county seat was moved from Winchester to that place shortly afterward.75
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"Sept. 4 Sun. The members not being· out, my business is defered
till four weeks from today. Exhorted after sermon . Put up with Mr. Wm.
Perry a very fine man. This is a most delig·htful place at the mouth of
Deer Creek, lies east & west, bears a great resemblance to my native town.
have quite a desire to make a home here. The friends are very anxious to
receive me here, wish me in the school, house not ready, think give me
$100. pr. mo."
It was at the home of William T. Perry in the present city of Roseburg
that the first Baptist Church was organized on July 24, 1853. 76 Perry's
Donation Land Claim was located on the south side of Deer Creek, the
west part adjoining Rose's claim. The east part was across Deer Creek
from the Stevens' claim.
West saw in this new town a resemblance to Defiance, Ohio, which ·was
built at the junction of the Maumee and Anglaize Tivers. He sensed its
strategic location. His training and experience as an EasteTn educator
made him in instant and great demand in this new settlement wheTe the
earliest schools had been rather haphazard institutions.
"Sept. 5 Mon. Left Deer Creek, passed thorugh WinchesteT 6 ms.
thence to bTo. Stillwell's on Elk Creek about 28 ms. Passed through a
beautiful country all the way though quite a lack of wateT. Some large
improvements and fine fanns. Wrote Letters to Elder Fisher by a MT.
Crosby, informed him of my situation and my wishes, desired his directions & advice respecting school at Deer Creek, and field of labor."
WinchesteT had been organized by the Klamath Exploring Expedition
about the middle of August, 1850. It was located at the point where the
Oregon and Califomia Road crossed the North Fork of the Umpqua.
Ezra Fisher was a New Englander, was graduated from Amherst College
in 1828, studied at Newton Theological Seminary, and accepted a pastorate in the Baptist Church in Cambridge, Vermont, in 1830. AfteT
fifteen years of successful ministry in the East, he came to Oregon in the
migration of 1845. From that time until the latter part of 1855, he was
the virtual head of the Baptist Church in Oregon, his title being, "Exploring Agent of the Home Mission Society." 77 West followed logical procedure in writing to the head of his church for "directions & advice ."
F. S. Crosby was the proprietor of the " Crosby Hotel" in Scottsburg
in 1854, according to an advertisement in the UMPQUA WEEKLY
GAZETTE. 78
"Sept. 6 Tues . Remain at bro. Stillwell's waiting for Shaclrach.
vVrite letter home. come as far as Mr. Putnams."
The following is West's letter to his family, elated at Yoncalla, the
earliest post office in the vicinity of the Stillwell home. (Jesse Applegate
was the postmasteT.)
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" Yoncalla, [Ore.] Sept. 6, 1853·
"My Very Dear ·wife-Thank God I have heard from you. I did not
arrive at the Judge's till the 26th ult. as I found it about 200 miles from
where I first entered the Valey and from where I also first wrote you,
since my arrival. I attended a camp meeting on my way and made acquaintance with many pious people. I find a very good, very general
religious tone existing here. The country in every department of improvement far exceeds my most hopeful expectations. There are thousands of
farms here, some with their hundreds of acres improved and hundreds
of cattle and sheep around them on the commons, fine white houses,
young orchards and beautiful gardens; while there are also thousands
of beginners, (with their cabins and gardens) scattered in every direction.
The greater part of the latter are occupied by bachelors or single men;
some desirous to get a wife but the most anxious to sell t11eir improvements and claim, and put off to the mines or some other hazardous
speculation . Many towns Oregon City, Portland, Salem, Marys Ville,
Scotsburg, Orford and Crescent City; some with their hundreds and others
with their thousands of inhabitants, with all kinds of goods that can be
found in the States; and nearly everything as cheap as at the East (because
of the great competition) except for the productions here. Flour is 10
to 18 $per cwt., beef 15 to 25 cts. per lb., pork 20 to 30 cts . per lb., Potatoes
1.00 to 3.00 per bus., Onions 3.00 to 5.00 per bus., Oats 2.oo to 4.00 per
bus. , Butter .50 to 1.00 per lb., Eggs and chickens same as butter. Oxen
$200 per yoke, cows $ wo per head, Good American horses or mares $200.
[ndian ponies $2 5 to $7 5· The nearer the mines the hig·her the prices.
"In the Umpqua Valley where I am, while onions are worth $5.00,
molasses is only 75 cts. per gal. A pound of butter is worth more than a
gallon of molasses. One lb. butter will buy eleven lbs. sugar. One lb. butter
will buy a dress. One day's work $2.00 to $3.00 will bt1y apr. pants. You
may now understand what to bring with you if you ever conclude to come
to Oregon, just nothing at all only what is necessary on the way, except
stock. Of health- ! am now on my way from Deer Creek, the most delightful part of Oregon I have seen. Yesterday- Sabbath-! took a lone walk up
its romantic grove-embowered valey. 'While attracted by the gurgling
rivulet and the shining fishes at my feet, the sweet notes of a robin accompanied with the enchanting warbling of the meadow lark turned my
eyes to the boughs of a lovely Cypress whose freshness and beauty together
with the music invited me to a little elevated Island, formed by the parting
of the stream a few rods above, and uniting again a short distance below.
This pretty Island carpeted with green grass, and violet and orange
flowers, and canopied with o'er-spreading trees, is the Cemetery of a
town and country embracing more than a thousand inhabitants who have
been settling in here for three years. And now how many graves think
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you I counted in this burying ground? Only One! and that of a still-born
infant.' Six miles from here in a village called ·w inchester, the town and
county containing also more than a thousand inhabitants, is the nearest
graveyard to the one above described, and this, too, has but one grave,
that also of an infant-as above. I could write all day and all the week on a
variety of subjects-all equally interesting, but must forbear at present.
Write to me all the time and pray for me without ceasing, assured of my
devotion to my Dear family and in great .. . to my Gracious Lord.
"May the Lord bless you in the management of our clear sweet children
and keep you all in health. \1\Tith respect to your journeying, all is yet
undecided. Is .James [Mrs. West's brother] coming in the spring? From
what I have written he will understand that goods will not pay at all as
stock will. Shaclrach says if he knew he could command the money for
their farm at Charloe, he would go back this fall if I would go with him
and invest it in stock, and we would cross the plains again next sumlner ... "
The Charles Putnam Donation Land Claim where West spent the
night of September 6, 1853, is located on the right bank of Elk Creek about
five miles west of Drain on the Elkton highway. The area was known
locally as the "Tin Pot District." A part of the property is still owned
by a gnndclaughter.
Charles F. Putnam, a printer by trade, was born in Lexington, Kentucky, July 8, 1824. He came to Oregon in 1846 and married Roselle, the
eldest daughter of Jesse Applegate, in 1847. Shortly thereafter, he was
employed by Rev. J S. Griffin to print an early magazine called "The
Oregon American and Evangelical Union." The first issue was published
on June 7, 1848. After the seventh issue the paper was suspended as
Putnam had left for the gold fields of California. The press used was the
Mission Press of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, sent first to the Sandwich Islands in 1821. In 1836 the press was
given to Dr. Marcus vVhitman, and on May 18, 1839, the first proof sheet
in Oregon was printed. After many years of service, in many places and
under many conditions, the press was placed in the custody of the Oregon
Pioneer Association and now is in the possession of the Oregon Historical
Society. 79
Rozelle Applegate (Mrs. Charles F.) Putnam was born in Kentucky in
1834 and died at Yoncalla May 16, 1861. She came to Oregon with her
father in 1843, the family having moved to Missouri a few years earlier.
The story of the Applegate mig-ration is too well known to need further
mention here. Rozelle's husband taught her to set type while he published
the Oregon American and Evangelical Union and thus she became the
first woman type-setter of the state. Of more importance was her life as a
pioneer wife and mother of the Umpqua. The letters which she wrote
to her husband's parents are charming descriptions of the country and
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the life of the early settlers. She died at the age of twenty-seven and left
eight small children who were raised by her father , Jesse Applegate. 80
West's diary continues:
"Sept. 7 Wednes. Return to the Judge's aided Mr. Lyons by carrying child, moving to Scotsberg. A blind man, well educated, well informed, Condition [?]lax, unsound, & I think reckless . Mrs. Lyons sister
of Mr. Putnam fine lady"
Daniel Jackson Lyons, a native of Cork, Ireland, born March 28, 1813,
came to Louisville, Kentucky, with his parents in 1826. His education for
the priesthood was halted through the loss of one of his eyes and so he
learned the trade of a brush and broom maker. In spite of his affliction,
he became, as well, quite a proficient musician. He married Miss Virginia
Fayette Putnam, a sister of Charles T . Putnam, on June 20, 1849.8 1 Lyons
came to Oregon in 1853. With his wife, he operated a hotel in Scottsburg
and later became the editor of the pioneer UMPQUA WEEKLY
GAZETTE, 82 the seventh newspaper to be published in Oregon and the
first in southern Oregon. After a few months Lyons gave up his connection
with the GAZETTE, but he continued in his hotel and brush-making
business until 188o when he became totally blind. He died in Marshfield
August 12, 1895. 83 The Lyons claim was located on Lyons Creek and
adjoined the Putnam property on the north.
Virginia Fayette Putnam Lyons was born in Kentucky and died in Coos
County, Oregon, May 10, 1907, at the age of seventy-eight. She was considered a very talented woman, aiding her husband in his various business
enterprises, raising a family of seven children, and teaching pioneer
schools. 84 The Putnams were direct descendants of General Israel Putnam
of Revolutionary \1\Tar fame.
"Sept. 8 Thurs. Went ' to Scotsberg, bought shoes 2.50 paper .25
ink .25 of money from Shadrach 5.00 Got letter from Brother Shadrach,
mailed letter home, found acquaintance with Dr. Fisk's Lady, quite companionable, informed me that most children are premature & dead and
all others die soon after birth in Umpqua, does not know of one babie,
born here in the whole valley."
Evidently, West's nephew, Shadrack Hudson, had loaned him $5 .00
on his arrival from "The States."
Dr. Eugene R. Fiske was a pioneer physician of the Umpqua, and postmaster in Scottsburg at this time. His D. L. C. was on the right bank of
the Umpqua, a short distance below Scottsburg.
"Sept. 9 Frid. Start up country to select claim, acquaintance with
Dr. Welles & Capt. Holloway, crossed town ferry looked at claims opposite big hill or Welles by the kindness of the Capt. who also gave me a
cold bite, found the country quite too broken & too far back. Went on
to Shadrachs, found no matches, could get no supper, Stayed all night

A view of a p art of the vVest Donati o n Land Claim as it loo ks tod ay. Mr. and l\!Irs.
Gerald B acon are now the own ers of this prop er ty.
Ph otog raj;h by 1\lhs. Bacon
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alone, dismal enough, he wants me to stay & take care of his ca ttle two or
three weeks, while he packs.
"I think I must be excused though I feel under obligations to him,
I will try to lift them as soon as possible."
Dr. Daniel ' 'Veils (at an early day written "Wdles"), was a native
of Vermont. He helped to establish Scottsburg and later, Elkton. He was
county treasurer for many years. His Donation Land Claim is located
on the right bank of the Umpqua at a place now known as "Bender's."
It was here that the early-day pack trail left the Umpqua and passed
directly over the table-land or "Big Hill" to present Paradise Creek.
"Sept. 10 Satur. No breakfast. Early start for Garden Bottom, arrive
at Bro. vVoodruff's 3 oclock. Sister '"'· unwell. bro. vV. took me to see
claim, quite satisfied, think I will take it. supper after dark. Body, mind
& heart very clean & comfortable."
Garden Bottoms 85 was an early name given to the lower end of Garden
Valley. Today the entire area is known by the latter name. West's claim
was located across the Umpqua from Woodruff Mountain .
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LOCA~fiON

OF UMPQUA MASSACRE
By .WERT E. MooRE

I am aware of the statement made by an Indian laborer to the effect
that J edediah Smith's men were massacred about eight miles up river
from the mouth of the Umpqua. Perhaps this statement had to do with
locating the .J edediah Smith marker on Bolen Island. There seems to be a
discrepancy in designating the exact place. The reports of early settlers
and the topography of the lower Umpqua region indicates that the
massacre took place on the south beach at th e mouth of the Umpqua
River.
On either side of the r iver were cliffs, sand-bars, mud flats, tule beds,
and marsh land all the way from the beach to Bolen Island, There was
no available camping place along that entire way. As for ovei-land travel,
there was no trail through the heavily timbered and brush-covered region
extending from Coos Bay to the north. The ocean beach, at low tide, was
the natural way to travel from Coos Bay to the mouth of the Umpqua
River. No doubt this was the route taken by J edeclia h Smith.
In 188g I was eleven years old. My father was proprietor of the Gardiner
hotel. It was in the bar-room of the hotel that I heard the story of the
.Jeclecliah Smith massacre. From time to time old pioneers came to the
bar-room to play cards and talk about the happenings in the lower
Umpqua region. The three important topics of conversation were: the
.Jeclecliah Smith massacre, the first cargo boat wrecked at the mouth of
Umpqua, and the flood at Scottsburg in 1861. In conversations about
the Smith affair, it was alwa ys mentioned as having taken place at the
mouth of the Umpqua. Among the early settlers who came to the hotel
and reminisced were Captain Seymour who was present at the first Fourth
of July celebration held at Scottsburg, and an old trapper, hunter, and
fisherman by the name of Patterson. He had been in the region since
boyhood clays. His wife was an Umpqua Indian woman.
In the fall of 18go the Government lighthouse at the mouth of the
Umpqua River had been completed. The lig·h thouse keepers had not
been appointed. Billy Burris, who lived at the hotel, was appointed as
temporary care taker. I spent one week at the light house with Billy Burris
who walked with me along the ocean beach and related ·w hat he had
heard about the .J eclecliah Smith massacre. Maybe we were on the very
spot where the Umpqua Indians had murdered some of the .Jeclecliah
Smith party.
It is largely from information I got from early settlers that I believe the
massacre of the Jeclediah Smith party took place on the ocean beach at
the mouth of the Umpqua.
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FROM HANNIBAL TO THE
GOLD FIELDS IN 1849
THE RE LVliNISCENCES OF CHARLES C. BRADY

Edi ted B)!

GLENN PRICE

Charles C. Brady was tw enty years old when he came to California in the
great migration of 1849. He kept no diary, he wrote no journal. But
the year of the crossing from the Mississippi to the gold fields of California
was for him, as for most of the forty-niners, a year when life b ecame intense
experience, and he relived it in reflection and in conversation through a
long life. In 1914 he finally responded to the "request of some of my
near kinfolk," and wrote a brief account of his youth in H annibal, Missouri, and a narrative of his trip across the plains and the mountains. *
Brady's life had been the story of the westering American people, for
he was born in Virginia, where the water runs clown to the Atlantic,
and he was to end his life by San Francisco Bay, the great harbor on the
Pacific. His family left Virginia when h e was six, traveling by wagon to
vVheeling, and from there by steamboat down th e Ohio and up the Mississippi to Hannibal. His father was a carpenter, a man who became a
leading citizen of the little town and, in 1845, was chosen the first mayor
of Hannibal. But Hannibal is remembered as the town of " Huck Finn"
.,. The manuscript has b ee n preserved by his g randdaughter, Mrs. E. R. Kennedy,
of Campbell, California. Brady wrote in ink on the lined pages of two notebooks. The
first , of thirty-one pages, co ncerns his life as a boy in Hannibal, with a few pages
d escribing ex peri ences on th e Yuba a nd American rivers in 1849; only a few in cidents
from this notebook have been included here. The second book tells of the journey to
California, and most of th e seve nty-two manuscript pages appear b elow. The manuscript is printed without modernization or correction of spelling, or alteration of
sequence. Punctuation has bee n imposed occasionally, wh ere necessa r y for clarification.
The account appea rs without annotation, for which a word of ex planation. This
manuscript is r em iniscence, and its value lies in the picture it gives of the character
and quality of th e overland migration , when th at experien ce had bee n filtered through
a lifetime of rem em bering. This is the peculiar value of history as recollection in
tranquillity, as "remembrance of things past. " How did the eros ion of the years shape
a nd color the experi ence ? \ •Vhat rem aine d of that adventure of one's yo uth, and why
had it survived? Its weakness as historical record is obvious; the memory is a sieve,
it is a transformer, it is "weaker than the palest ink." This is not a document of historical ex perie nce; it is a distillation of one m a n 's experience with an historical eve nt.
Thus, to enlarge in notes upon the places and n ames and even ts which Brady r emem bered would have some interes t for the reader, but it would encourage a confusion
about the nature of the story. To which one ma y add that on this subject the lite rature
is enormous in quantity and readily ava ilable and there is now an excellent compreh ensive guide: Dale L. Morgan, editor, The Ov erla ·n d Diary of james A. Pritchard from
Kentucky to California. in I849 (1959), including a list of every known diary kept
on the South Pass route that yea r, toget her with a chart which shows the elate on which
the parties passed more than fifty landmarks along the trail.
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and "Tom Sawyer," and Brady's memories of Samuel Clemens and "The
Gang" has an interest beyond a mere preface to a forty-niner's crossing
of the plains.
His younger brother, Norvall, was a close friend of Clemens, and a
regular member of "The Gang." Norvall Brady was referred to as "Gull"
by Sam and the boys, applied from Gulliver's Travels, for Swift's classic
was a favorite of these poor youngsters who grew up in a little river town
before adequate educational plants and "graded readings" were provided
for all children. Brady remembered the schooling they received, and he
remembered Sam Clemens:
My sister Margaret and brother Non•all went to school kept by Miss Newcomb in
the basement of the Presbyterian Church which was the school that Samuel Clemens
(Mark Twain) attended. He was about six years younger than I and the school was
call "the girls school" though small boys went too.
H an nibal in Mo. was at that time a small town and much of the ground now covered
with houses was covered with trees and bushes. \•Vhere South Hannibal now is was
then a swampy wilderness of trees, bushes, and wild grapevines, though on the higher
ground near the bluffs were great patches of h azel.
On on e Saturday-boys holiday-a lot of boys including Sam Clemens w ere getting
hazelnuts near Lovers Leap where they grew thick. Sam was one of the little boys,
I was a big boy. The big boys always took the lead and some of th em found a fallen
log about half rotten and the h azel bushes hanging over it were heavy with nuts, and
the old log was full of yellowjackets, so we left it alone.
Presently a boy suggested staying near till the little boys found the patch of nuts,
then roust out the yellowjackets. The little boys soon came along and found the log
and several of them walked out on the log where the nuts were thi ck, a nd wondered
why we hadn' t found the nuts. The boys were soon busy gathering nuts; then the
big boys bombarded the log with stones they had ready and routed out the yellowjackets. The boys jumped from the log and all ran but Sam, who walked very deliberately, just as he would have clone from a dinner table after a full meal.

Brady recalled another incident of those days in Hannibal, in which
Tom Blankenship played the hero's role. Mark Twain admired Tom
Blankenship, then and later; he modeled Huckleberry Finn after him,
and said of the ignorant, cheerful, carefree, and altogether enviable being
that he was "the only really independent person-boy or man-in the
community."
A mesmeriser came to H annibal giving lectures and exhibitions. The audience was
made up of men and boys. Among the latter was myself and Sam Clemens. The lecturer
called for subjects, and a number of boys went up, Sam Clemens and Torn Blankenship
(Huckleberry Finn) and several more. The lecturer gave each .. . a coin and told them
to gaze at it steadily for ten minutes. H e, after the ten minutes was over, chose four
of the boys as subjects and made a few passes over their faces and said they were m esmerized and he could control their minds by his own will. H e put some questions to
each and they answered as h e willed. He, pointing to Captain Bowen, asked Sam
Clemens what [that] was. Sam's eyes were wide open, and h e looked the Captn up
and down and said "a tree." Tom B[lankenship] was made to sit on a bench in front
and the lecturer said, "now you may lay some money clown before that boy and h e
ca nt touch it unless I will him to." Quite a lot of silver [was laid clown, a nd] when
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the pile of coin was big enough Tom gra bbed his h andful! and jumped for the door
and was go ne before you could say scat. It broke up the lecture.

These stories came to Brady's mind because the younger boy he had
known in Hannibal had become the famous Mark Twain. But central
to his own life had been the great migration in which he had taken part
just as he was reaching manhood. It had been a gTeat American epic. Much
of it he had seen; part of it, he had been . It stood there behind and above
him all th e days of his life, and he was moved, before he died, to describe
that exper ience, to explain that fact. " I was young then," he said, and
" I am writing this in the year 1914, so many years after the jour ney."
And he bega n his story:
T h e finding of gold mines at th e then so named Sutters Mill on th e south fork of
th e Am eri ca n ri ver, afterward named Colom a-a nd first county seat of El Dorado
County-was th e cause of this imigration. My father had got in debt building a Hotel
in Hannibal , Mo. , and thought h e [would] try the ve nture of crossing the plains to
California in th e hope of getting enough gold to release himself from debt and maybe
more. H e was pretty sure of findin g some gold, as Dr. Jett of Marion County, :Mo.,
was in California at the time of the findin g of gold, and had gotten back to Missouri ,
bring·ing some specimens of th e gold which h e showed to fath er an d others. Father
began early in th e spring of 1849 to prepare for making a journey accross th e pl a ins,
which was a t that time a great undertaking .
As there was no feed for ca ttle or horses, onl y grass, the journey could not be made
until the grass h ad grown enough to g ive grazi ng to the stock, used as teams to haul
wagons with a load of food and clothing for the trip. Our wago n and provisions were
shipped by steamboat from Hannibal to St. J oseph, father going with them, while
broth er .JohH and myself rode horses accross th e sta te. '"'erode fourteen miles th e first
clay, staying the first night with ' 1\Tm. Foreman. The next night we slept at a tavern
in Paris, Monroe County, and th e day after got to Ri chard Burtons who h ad married
sister Emily. By this time I h ad become very sore from riding horseback and was glad
to stay with sister a clay, it being Sunday, for a rest.
On Monday we resumed our journey, meeting with Edward C. McDonald in a
wagon , who with a son-in-law an d two nephews were to be our company in crossing
the plains. "''e travelled together accross the state to St. Joseph . It took us a week
to go accross the sta te, th e roads were very bad an d had been worse, made so by much
trave l while soft from spring thaw. ' "'e cam ped every night, slee ping on the ground,
with a rubber blanket spread under us, to keep our bedding dry. After I h ad go tten
over the soreness from riding horseback- it being my first ex perience in that line-1
e njoyed the trip. It was the first time too that I had been away fro m home. I was
cook, bei ng the youngest, but I h ad taken lessons from mother in bread making, but
wh enever we camped n ear a farmhouse , we wo uld get th e wo menfolks to bake us a
pan of biscuit. Our first experience in this however was not ni ce. After going· into
camp one evening I filled our breaclpan full of flour and carried it to a house n earb y
where I found a new married couple, in a log ca bin, just making a start in life. I left
my pan of flour to be b aked into biscuit, and was told to come back in an hour. I went
b ack in an hour a nd got a p lateful of biscuit, paying fift een ce nts for the baking! thought that those young people would have wheat bread for more than one sundays
dinner o ut of that flour.
Anoth er time we camped near a mill, and I went to the dwelling-h ouse to get some
buttermilk for bread making. I got the milk and th e old lady of the h ouse told me to
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bring her some flour and she would bake us a lot of biscuit. As th ey had a mill I thought
I would risk a nother panfull of flour, so I took it, and saw some [girls] were there. I
waited till the bread was baked, a nd went back to cam p with it, and told the other
boys that there was some girls at the house. After supper the boys said they would
go and see the girls and give them some music. Two of the boys played on fiddles and
brother John on the flut e, an d they had been playing together some and made pretty
good music. So they went after supper, and one of the girls and her fath er and mother
were in the "big room ." The boys asked the old lady if she would like some music,
and she said she would gladly. They had been practising some new n egro melodies
and they gave first "Old Unkle Ned," and before it was finished, four more girls came
into the room and took seats on the edge of the bed , and they were all barefooted. The
old p eople asked the boys to repeat, but instead they sang the song, which pleased
all greatly. The boys sang some more new songs, also played several tunes, and left the
girls and old folks in a great good humor.
John was taken with what we thought was a common bowel complaint a clay or two
before we got to St. J o, and Squire McDonald went ahead of us and engaged a room
in a hotel for him and called a doctor in. The Doctor said the ai lment was cholera
and said we must keep it quiet, as it would ruin the tavern should it be known that
there was a case of cholera in it. Father got to St. Jo the same clay we did, and had the
wagon and goods landed on the west side of the river. \>Ve bega n to repack everything,
putting the flour and groceries into sacks so as to lighten our load . Bro. John was getting
well and would be able to go with us when we were ready to start. But before we were
ready to go, father was take n sick with cholera but began right away to take some
medicine he h ad prepa red for it befor e starting from home; in the mea nwhile he ke pt
on sewing up the flour sacks. Elisha Stover, who with Dr. Nelson were to be of our
company, was watching father, saying nothing, but after awhile put on his rain coat
and left, going back accross the river, without saying· a word to anyone. \ 1\Th en father
had finished sewing up th e sacks we loaded everything into the wagon and were
hitching up the horses, when Stover came back, and he seemed surprised to see father
alive. He said that he had started back home, but had thought that h e couldnt go
back to Hannibal and tell mother that father had di ed of cholera, but hadnt seen him
buried; so he came back for that purpose, and seeing father moving arround quite
lively, he reconsidered his intention to return home a nd joined Dr. Nelson again.
Our " train " consisted of three wagons all drawn by horses; we couldnt join an ox
train as we would go some faster than th ey so we co ncluded to go as we first set out
to do. In our wagon were fa ther, Bro. John and myself. In McDonald's wag·on were
himself and Robt Sherrard-his other n ephew had backed out and returned home.
In the other wagon were Dr. Nelson and Elisha Stover. A Mr. Van Camp and his
nephew were to go with us, but Van Camp went accross th e river to St. Jo to get some
forgo tten supplies just about the time we were ready to start, and got into trouble with
the Sheriff and was arrested on a charge of interfereing with an officer in discharge of his
duty. He was delayed by this ti ll it was too late to make the trip. It was late in the
afternoon when we learned of Van Camps arrest, but we were all ready to go and
thought best to go on and so we started a nd drove about twelve miles a nd made our
first camp on \ 1\Talnut creek in the Sax & Fox Indian reservation.
Father and brother John were mending slowly. The other members of our company
hadnt had any symptoms of cholera , but it had attacked other trains, and we had
passed camps in which were some one sick, or dead, or being buried, quite often. The
disease continued to follow the imigration till high ground was reached .
There was a r egiment of U.S. troops on their way to Ft. Larama, travelling up the
Platte river, a nd their Dr. forbid the soldiers eating fresh meat and some other kinds
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of food , but the soldiers would get away from their camp and trade sugar or coffee
to imigrants for some forbidden food. The soldiers travelled slowly and their horses
ate all the grass near their ca mps, so we crowded our teams and got ahead of them.
The road we travelled was on the south side of the Platte river. Another road was
on the north side, used by people from Iowa and other states north of Missouri and
started from Council Bluffs Iowa.
vVe drove accross the hills from the Missouri river to th e Platte, and on the way
we came near losing our team. The road ran accross a slough with some two feet of
water and near the same depth of mud. John was driving our team and h e followed a
team ahead of him, that had taken a new route, and when about halfway over, the
horses of our team mired clown. They floundered and one lead horse and one wheel
horse fell and the other two tried to climb on them. I had crossed on horseback and
when I saw the condition of the team jumped off my horse and tried to run in to
their h elp. I fe ll twice before reaching them and when I got to them I caught the
brielle of the down horse and got his head out of the water and held the other horse
still. In the meanwhile fath er had got to [the] other horses and clone the same with
them. John then loosened the traces of the wheelhorses and drove them out.
The man driving the team ahead of John, when he had gotten accross, turned
arrouncl to call to those behind him to not follow him, but it was too late. We doubled
our picket ropes and tied them to the end of our wagon tongue and the men of the
company ahead of us hitched eight horses to the rop es and hauled our wagon out.
Our horses looked like they had been through a flint mill. We went into camp soon
and rubed the horses dry and put them on some good grass. Next morning· they h ad
recovered from the mishap and we continued our journey.
11\Te reached Platte river at Grand Island and the road ran up the river bottom, which
varied in width from near a mile to some four or five miles. Near the head of Grand
Island, soon after we went into camp, a man came and asked for h elp to carry a man
wlw had a broken leg to a shady place under some trees near the river bank. The
men of our train all went but me; being cook, I was left to get supper. I had a plateful!
of bread cooked when Stover came back complaining of being sick. He was not too
sick, however, to eat, and h e soon had my platefull of bread eaten. Bob Sherrard came
back ahead of the others and was hungry too, and asked me if I had bread cooked.
I told him that Stover had eaten what I had cooked. Bob was angry and began to
abuse Stover and they soon got into a tussle. I kept on with my cooking, when I heard
McDonald call out "Stop that." I looked up and Bob had the axe drawn back ready
to split open Stovers head, but McDonald got there just in time to grab the axe from
behind. It came n ear being a tragedy.
The road being nearly level, we made good time and without much worry to the
team. \1\Te had gone into camp one evening and I had started my fire, to cook supper
when I saw a crowd looking like a black cloud coming down the bluff about a mile
away. At first I thought it was a herd of buffaloes but soon saw that it was indians. They
camped about a half mile from us, but some young bucks rode to our camp and rode
arround us yelling as if to scare us or stampede our horses. McDonald was sick and
lying in his wagon, and the indians stopped a little while he called out to them in
their own la11guage-he had been surveying for the U. S. government in that country
some years before and had learned a little of their languages. \!\Then the indians heard
McDonald they dropp ed off their horses and trailing their lariats came into our camp
and had a little talk with McDonald and he invited them to stay to supper with us.
They accepted the invitation and I was worried as I had to do the cooking. I had a
large platefull already, but I had to hustle. I had made up enough biscuit dough for
our own supper and was frying· it as doughnuts are cooked. Of course I had to make
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up more dough and fry more bacon-a good deal more too, as it turned out for they
h ac! good appetites, and seemed very fond of my cookin g or else the food . It was my
busy clay. They did get enou gh, though .
Then happened something new to me. vVe hac! a sugar box holding some four or
fi ve pounds which I h ac! filled that evening for da ily use, and when the indians had
finished supper one of them wen t out to their horses and ca me back with a handful!
of hairs from their tails. Then at a word from their leader each indian spread a corner
of their blanket. The leader th en began to clip a spoonful! of sugar and putting in
th e corners of the blankets, going arrouncl in rotation till the box was emptied. They
then tied th e corn ers up with the horse hairs. As soon as this was done they got on
their horses and rode to their own cam p. I was somewhat angry about losing the
sugar, but McDonald said it was their custom , and that everything put before them
was a gift; also we should clo the same way if we ate with th em.
Before we go t to Platte riv er we h ad an experience of cholera . I had some symptoms
and was ge tting too weak to ge t onto my horse from the level ground, and h ad to lead
him close to a bank or into a gulley so that I could mount him. So I thought I h ad to
take some medicine, and rod e up to Dr. Nelsons wagon and as ked him for a dose
of his choler a syrup-he h ac! prepared some before leaving Hannibal. H e asked me
about my symptoms and when I told him his eyes bugged out and h e handed m e a
bottle saying "take a big swallow." I took two and soon felt much b etter. That was
the last of mine. We h ac! to stop a day on account of McDonald having an attack;
h e got well enough to travel the next clay.
We were then in company with a train of twenty three-horse teams from Illinois.
Their ca ptain was Dr. Patrick, a hard swearer, who had a spell of cholera too and
we had to lay by one clay on his account. H e was very sick and was cramping b adly,
all drawn up, his h ead to his kn ees. H e told a partner to bring him a glassful! out of a
certa in bottle in his medicine chest. It was no sooner down th an h e began to straighten
out cursing the m an that h ac! brought the medicine for getting it out of the wrong
bottle. It cured him though a nd [he] was ready to travel the next morning.
w ·e travelled with that company only a few clays. Most of the trip we three wagons
were alone till we reached Bear river, which empties into Salt Lake.
One a fternoon after we h ad camped, we h eard shooting clown the bottom, which
was about two miles wide h ere. A buffalo hac! come clown the bluff, I suppose for
water. On finding so many people h e hac! started up the bottom to find a place to climb
out. '"'e could see the smoke from guns as men fired at the buffalo, but they were
not close enough to him, some almost a mile away. Others along the route g-ot closer,
till th e buffalo was n early opposite our camp. John we nt out and was n ear enough
to fire a ball out of a sho t gun with good effect and the beast soon fell. We h ad buffalo
steak for supper.
A few clays after came an exp erience of a stampede. A thunderstorm was coming·
fr om th e west when we went into camp for the night, and I was hurrying supper so
as to eat before the storm got to us, when I h eard a rumbling and the earth sh ake.
I coulclnt imagine what it meant, but just then a fl ash of lightening came and I looked
up and there wasnt a h orse in sight. They had b ee n picketed out with a fourteen -inch
picket pin drove into the ground, with a sixty-foot rop e to each horse. That clidnt
kee p them from going, and what scared them we never knew. They ran clown the
river bottom four or fiv e miles. Old Tom was the only one left us. H e had run once
before and go t thrown onto his back- th e picket pin held. Bob Sherrard got on Tom
and went to find the other horses. '<Yhen h e found them h e cliclnt know how to find
our camp, as there were so man y campfires in the bottom. H e raised a hello and
someo ne answer ed, and h e went to them and found some other camp. H e started off
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and after going some distance gave another hallo, and was answered, but on getting
to th e camp found a strange camp, and he was kept going nearly all night from one
camp to another, but finally reached our camp, very tired and very mad-said that there
was a big lot of fools in Platte river bottom. H e brought back all the horses.
At a place then called Ash Hollow the road left the river to avoid some rocky and
hilly country and also to cut accross a bend in the river. The road among the hills
was not bad, just a little up and clown hills, none very steep.
Every night coyotes-prairie ·wolves-gave us a concert and would come so [close]
that our horses would be frightened and would keep snorting once in awhile, and
some one of us would have to go arrouncl among them and speak to them to keep
them qui et. One night they kept such a howling that we had a hard time to kee p them
[the horses] from running again. Next morning father said he would shoot some of
them for spite. Two or three were away about a half mile on top of a hill, yelping
and making as much noise as a hundred ought to, and father thought by following a
ravin e h e could get near enough to shoot them . He went slowly and cautiously, and
when he was near enough as he thought, he raised up, and the wolves were off on top
of another hill a half mile away. You coulclnt fool them.
It was in this hill country that we saw a buffalo, off about a mile from the road.
Bob Sherrard on a mustang and I on my grey horse went out to kill it. ' 'Ve got pretty
close to it before it started to run , and we chased it a few miles before we caught up
with it. Bob was ahead of me, armed with a big single-barreled pistol, and [he] rode
up alongside of the buffalo, and fired at the shoulder of the buffalo; it dropped on to
its kn ees. Bobs horse when he fired whirrlecl away and dropped him off. H e lit on his
feet and called to me to throw him my gun. I threw it as I passed him-my horse
wouldn't stop-he caught it and finished the buffalo. By this time it was growing clark
and we cut off some of the hump and some of the hide to wrap it in , and put it on
Bobs horse in front of the saddle and started for camp. It was quite clark and growing
darker and neither knew the direction to camp, but on the way we thought it was. In a
short while we saw a light waiving and went toward it; when we got to it we found
McDonald had it. He knew that we would be lost and lit a lantern and werit out in
our direction to a hill near camp and waived it to guide us to camp.
The atmosphere was very clear and distance difficult to judge. I learned this by
going out to "Courthouse rock." We were following the river bottom again, and
Courthouse rock was a high hill off about three or four miles from the road as we
thought, that look like a courthouse with a dome. It was a bluff of soft sandstone,
worked into this shape by the elements, the softer parts wearing away, the hard parts
remaining·, giving some curious form. Another curious form was called chimney rock;
when we passed it-it was about three and a half miles from the road- it at that distance
resembled a chimney standing alone on a mound forty or fifty feet high, the chimney
standing some sixty feet above the mound (it has since fallen clown) .
vVe were now nearing Fort Laramie which is or was at [that] time a military post
of the U. S., situated on the north side of South Platte river. Our road crossed the
river a mile below the Fort. The river was nearly a half mile wide. The water shallow,
b eing little more than axle deep, with a n early level bottom of sand which formed a
horseshoe-shaped bar, which made the ford nearly a mile to cross. We were told to
make everything fast before starting. So we put the cooking vessels which were in a
fe et [feed] trough, on the hind part of the wagon inside, and tied the picket ropes
fast. Soon after driving into the river we knew why this was necessary. The current
was strong and washed the sand from under the wagon wheels and they would drop
four or six inches suddenly, giving the wagon a great shake. This was kept up all the
way accross. As soon as the wagon was drawn on top of the sand, clown it would drop.
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i>Ve lost nothing out of th e wagon , but the picket ropes were stringing clown stream,
but were tied fast.
After crossing, the road crossed some hilly country to the North Platte, a swift stream
of cl ea r water-the South Platte was muclcly-which we crossed on a raft ferry, which
took the wagons and people accross, the horses were made to swim. The ferry was
run by :M ormons, who chargee! two dollars for each wagon. '"'e were out of money
and they took our five gallons of alcohol at two dollars a gallon, which gave us some
money over.
Our road a nd th e one following up the north side of Platte riv er, starting from
Council Bluffs, came together h ere, making companies nea rer together so that we
were never out of sight of trains. After crossing Platte river our road followed up
Sweetwater river with a grad ual ascent towards South [Pass].
The country along Sweetwater was an alkali soil, a nd all ponds along the rout were
alkalie water; some of them where the water hac! eva porated had crusts of soda
nearly a half inch thick of almost pure soda on th eir banks. These ponds caused trouble
to drivers of ox teams. iJ\Ihen the oxen were turn ed loose from the wagons they would
rush for water and into the ponds. The drivers would follow and try to keep them
from drinking by cracking whips at their noses while other men would drive them
out. Some would get too much water, and melted grease was given them.
i 'Ve were at Independe nce Rock on the third day of July. This rock, about threequarters of a mile [long] and a little more than a quarter of a mile wide and from
thirty to forty feet high, was of granite, with no vegetation on it exce pt a few scrubby
bushes growing in some crevases. The rock, as high as a nyo ne could r each, was literally
covered with names of peo ple and some dates, most of them clone with paint. Being
young, I thought that I would put my name on it to stay, so I took one of fathers
chisles and a hammer and finding a vacant spot started to carve my name. At the first
stroke of the hammer a corner of the chisel flew off without leav ing a white spot on
the rock. I clidnt leave my name there.
The clay after leaving Independence Rock we camped nea r where Dr. J ett had told
us we could find ice und er sod. Father hac! forgotten it, but some men came to our
camp to borrow a spade and tole! us what he wanted with it. vVe went with them to a
level piece of ground, where they cut th e soc! which was eight or ten inches thick and
pulled out a plug by the grass which had gone to seed, a nd under it was ice. I dont
know [how] thick, but it was cl ear, and we had some ice cold lemonade made of citric
acid. On the fourth of July the road crossed a high ridge a nd n ear the crown of the
ridge a fine spring of ice cold water flowed , and we h ad more cold lemonade.
The ascent of the approach to South Pass was so gradual that we couldnt realize
that we were nearing the backbone of the continent; a nd water flowing into the Gulf
of Mexico from a spring on the east side of the mountains, were only a few hundred
ya rds from a spring which sent its waters into the Pacific ocean.
[To be contin ued]
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THE FouRTEENTH ANNUAL
MISSIONS TouR

Quite naturally, many of the activities of a college are restricted to
the student body. Not so the annual
California Missions Tour. This activity is shared on equal terms with
the friends of Pacific. The tour is
made during the eight days immediately preceding Easter. This year the
dates are March 25 to April I, Ig61.
The trip is made by specially
chartered motor coach and will include all of the original 21 Spanish
missions, as well as the three pueblos
and the four presidios of the Spanish-Mexican regimes. Several fasci nating recreational features are included without additional cost: an
aftemoon at Huntington Library
and Gardens, an evening at the
Padua Hills dining room and theater, visits at the San Luis Obispo
County Museum, the.Junipero Serra
Museum in San Diego, the art collection at the Missions Inn at Riverside, Vallejo's Casa Grande in
Sonoma County , the Stanford
Chapel, and the Casa Soberanes at
Monterey.
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The cost will be $I oo.oo, the
same as last year. Included are the
transportation, all admission fees,
travel insurance, baggage tips, first
class hotel accommodations, dinner
at Padua Hills, and a box lunch at
Mission San Juan Bautista. It does
not include the cost of other meals.
This year the tour will be conducted by Glenn and Marcia Price.
Mr. Price is Assistant Professor of
History at C. 0. P . Knowing the
Prices, I am glad to vouch for a delightful, in vigorating, and instructive tour. For several years every
seat has been taken , often weeks in
advance.
Registration for credit - History
166, California Missions- is optional. Those taking the course for credit
are required to register and pay the
tuition fee by March I5, I961.
Those desiring to make reservations or who seek further information should contact at once Elliott
.J. Taylor, Director of Tours, College
of the Paciftc, Stockton 4, California.
THE FouRTEENTH ANNUAL
HISTORY INSTITUTE

This delightful two-clay history
meet will be held on the University
of the Pacific Campus, March I 7
and I8, Ig61. It is safe to say that
in no other state is there shown so
much interest in the story of its past
as in California. Throughout the
years a tradition has grown up about
this particular history event. The
programs have been excellent, the
surroundings delightful, and the
meals delicious. The Campus is
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usually a great mass of blooming
shrubs and flowers at this season of
the year. The distractions and annoyances of clown- town meeting
places are absent. Ample parking facilities are available without meters,
and meals are delicious and less expensive than in commercial hostelries. Tips are not acceptable.
The sessions for March I7 will
include a meeting of the Board of
Sponsors in the '1\Testern Americana
Library, a visit and tea at the Haggin
!viemorial Museum, and the Annual
Banquet in Covell Hall, followed by
the occasional address by Dr. George
P. Hammond, Director of Bancroft
Library. President Robert E. Burns
will preside.
The Annual .Jeclediah Smith Society breakfast in North Anderson
Dining Hall will start th e second
clay of the Institute. The morning
program will be a Symposium on
Th e SfJ1:rit of the West . Five speakers
will epitomize the contributions of
their particular sections of the \ 1Vest.
Stuart Gibbons, President of the
Pacific Associates, will preside.
The Annual Luncheon will be
held in the main Anderson Dining
Hall with Dr. Malcolm Eiselen the
Master of Ceremonies.
Professor Glenn vV . Price will
speak on the intriguing subject:
"Utopias on the Pacific Slope: Lively, Libertarian, and Pursuing Happiness." For several years Mr. Price
was a participant in such an experiment and therefore will speak with
authority and conviction .

The Annual Spring meeting of
the Board of Directors of the Con·
ference of California Historical Societies will be held in the vVestern
Americana Library at 2: go March
I 8th.
Further details and reservation
blanks will be included in the February issue of the Pacific Historian.
THE LYNNEWOOD
CoNFERENCES

These Conferences are invitational affairs restricted to the intensive consideration of any current
social, industrial, or political question with the objective that immediate action be taken toward the
hoped-for correction of the perplexing problem. Anyone desiring further information should contact the
Director of the California History
Foundation , College of the Pacific.
jORNADA DE LA PRIMAVERA

California has so much local history not generally known that we
have decided to institute two history meetings per year in interesting, nearby areas.
The first of these ]ornaclas will be
held on April 29, 1961. The area to
be explored will be the Livermore
and Pleasanton valleys. A group of
San Ramon Valley ladies will prepare a delicious luncheon and local
speakers will present fascinating
tales about the Laguna area. Detailed information will be given in
the February Pacific Histo ·r ian. R.R.S.

COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC
TO BE
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
College of the Pacific, the first chartered college in California, will
celebrate the 1 1oth anniversary of its founding at a Special Founders'
Day Convocation January 6.
A highlight of the event will be the changing of the institution's name
back to the University of the Pacific, under which it functioned, from 1852
until 1911. Announcements also will be made of the institution's proposed
program in Inter-American studies, a new departure in American higher
education; and its cluster college plan, which will adapt some of the best
qua lities of the Oxford University system to the American educational
process.
Dr. Ralph vV. Sackman, outstanding clergyman and author who is also
known nationally for his weekly National Radio Pulpit program, will
deliver the main address at the convocation.
In making the transition from college to university, the 110-year-old
Central California institution will retain "College of the Pacific" as the
name of the libera l arts college of the uni versity.
The institution also has schools of pharmacy, engineering, education,
and graduate studies, and a conservatory of music.
Ground will be broken for the first of the new cluster colleges in February. Named Raymond College, the school will offer a liberal arts progra m with instruction following divisional rather than the traditional
departmental lines. Enrollment in each of the cluster colleges will be
limited to 250 students .
The Founders' Day program to be staged in the Pacific Conservatory
Auditorium at 8 p.m., is open to the public. An invitational dinner and
reception for Dr. Sackman will precede the main event.

THE HISTORY CALENDAR
january IJ, I96r
Second Lynnewood Conference
February IO-II, I96I
Fourth Annual Southern California Historical
Symposium, San Bernardino
Fe lwuary I9, I96r

T hird Lynnewoocl Conference
jVJcnch I7-IS, I96I
Fourteenth Annual California History Foundation
Institute, University of the Pacific
JVIarch IS, I96I
Jeclediah Smith Society Breakfast
JVJarch I9 , I96I

Fourth Lynnewood Conference
March 25-AjJril I, I96I
Fourteenth Annual Cali fornia Missions Tour
AjJTil I6, I96I

Fifth Lynnewoocl Conference
AjJril 29, I96I
]o-rnacla de la Primavera, Lynnewoocl, Pleasanton
JVJay 5-7, I96I
San Simeon Tour to Hearst Castle
]\lfay 2I, I96I

Sixth Lynnewoocl Conference
Iu.ne IS, I96I
Seventh Lynnewoocl Conference
Iune 22-24, I96I
Seventh Annual Conference California Historical
Societies, Columbia
june Io-]uly 20, I96I
Summer Session, University of the Pacific
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